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1.29 The study on Separation of Krypton and Xenon from Fission Products

Liu nannan Wang baisong Wan junsheng

(North Institute of Nuclear Technology. 710024)

Abstract In the gas fission product of ...U contains some noble gases such as Kr and Xe.

They have many uses in many aspects. But the separation of both is of some difficulties because

of their similar physical and chemical characters. The present feasible processing methods make

use of the strong adsorption property of activated charcoal, molecular sieve and other material

at low temperature and have gained better recovery. In this papers we discussed the separation

and purification of them.
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Introduction

"Kr and 'Xe are both radioisotopes of noble gases, and mainly come from nuclear

explosion, operating reactor, nuclear fuel reprocessing, and application of nuclear medicine. It

can be used in many aspects.

The monitoring technology for a trace amount of "'Kr and ...Xe is of much importance for

our global environment protection now. In the off-gas of the Mo-Tc generator production line

contains a significant amount of "Kr and 'Xe. The separation and purification of them will

promote the research work of atmospherical environment science. In this papers we discussed

the separation and purification method prelirminarily as for our circumstances.

I The production process of the generator

At present, there are two major producing methods for the "Mo -""Tc generator. One is

separation from fission products; the other is neutron activation method. Our production process

adopts the former method. Below is the brief description of the production process.

The target made from U and Al alloy is irradiated in the reactor for 48 hours, then is cooled

for about 24 hours before being carried out to the production facilities where it is processed

through chemical technology. Fission gas products generated during irradiation will be freed out
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when the target is dissolved, then the solution is filtrated and the filtrate is led into the acidifying

ware where the pH is adjusted. During all these processes nitrogen is used as carrier gas for

directing the off-gas into gas processing system. The mixture of NaOH and NaNO 3 is used as

the solvent owing to the target's composition mainly aluminum. "'U non-fissiled is contained in

the filtrate residual for fu~ture processing. The chemical reaction equations - 4 indicate the main

reaction processes of the dissolution.

2A + 2NaOH +2H 20 -+ 2NaAlO2 + 3H, I 1

8A + 5NaOH +3NaNO. + 2H,O -8NaA1O, + 3NH3 (2)

U +4HNO.' -~UO.(NOJ, +2No +2H,o (3)

U +8HNO, -UO,(NO,)2 + 6N02 T-44H,O (4)

The off-gas from the fission products has a variety of compositions. In addition to noble gas

isotopes, there are still radioiodine such as "~'I and "~I and some stable gases including NH3, N2,

H20, H2, 02, GO2, NO. (NO, NO2. N20) etc M.

The activity of 'Xe and 'IKr when the target being carried out from the reactor can be

estimated from the irradiation time, cooled time, and the contents of "U in the target according

to equation 1-1.

A =Na4 Y(I - e )e (1-1)

2 Separation of ... Xe from the off-gas with Purification

The separation and purification processes can be divided into three steps. The first step is

the elimination of non-inert gases, the next is the separation of 'Xe from "SKr and finally the

purification and collection of separated 'Xe.

The separation of Kr and Xe from each other is comparatively difficult since the similarity

of their physico-chemical properties. The methods currently used include adsorption on solid

materials, cryogenic distillation, diff-usion through membrane, preferential adsorption by liquid

(The adsorption method utilizin prumaerial has broadly been applied to gas purification.

The porous materials are activated carbon, molecular sieve, silica gel, activated carbon fiber etc.

When selecting adsorbent, the capacity and selectivity should be considered mostly. The

diameter of micropore. the surface polarity, the composition of the material together with the

boiling point and partial pressure of the absorbate determine the separated degree under a

constant temperature. Generally speaking the larger the specific surface area of the micropores
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is, the higher the boiling point and partial pressure of the absorbate are, the better the adsorption

capability of the adsorbent is [j

Activated carbon is of advanced porous structure, large specific surface area (500-

1 700rn'/g) with excellent adsorption capability and stable physical, chemical and mechanical

properties. The micropores' volume is relatively large and the specific surface area occupies

95% of the total specific surface area 41. A lot of experiments have indicated activated carbon

has great adsorption capacity for Xe.

The adsorption of xenon on activated carbon obeys Freundlich isothermal equation (2-1),

the isotherm line is accorded with type I i':

q = Ap' ~~~~(2-1)

q : the quantity of xenon absorbed on activated carbon (cm 3/g)

k, n constant for a definite system and temperature,

p : the partial pressure of Xe in gas mixture in equilibrium.

At the same time reference 161 indicates that the capacity of xenon absorbed on activated

carbon (q) is proportion to exp( / T), moreover the adsorption of xenon on activated carbon is

a physical adsorption process with heat producing. So low temperature benefits the adsorption.

But the high adsorption capability and capacity (the saturated adsorption capacity at low

temperature -200ml/gf"I for xenon on low temperature activated carbon make the desorptioni

of xenon from absorbent so much time-consuming that the xenon eluting peak is broadened and

delayed. To shorten the desorption time the operating temperature often rises up much higher.

Although the adsorption capacity and capability of molecular sieve for xenon is somewhat low

(the saturated adsorption capacity at low temperature is I QOm~g) 17 than tat of activated

carbon, the selectivity and purification efficient are much better, and at normal temperature can

achieve fast separation. So we choose a scheme (see fig.2) of utilizing the combination of both

activated carbon and molecular sieve for the separation and purification of xenon.

The off gas coming from both dissolving and acidification caught by nitrogen is directed

through catalytic converter (the temperature is approx.300-500'C)containing palladium and

rhodium catalyst which has relatively better catalytic efficiency. The main chemical reaction

equations showed below:

4NHA + 30, 2 sw22N, T +6 H, 0 (5)

2H, +0, 2 HE 2, 0 (6)
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2N0+O , - 2NO, (7)

Xe, Kr, . NH,. N1. H,0. H,

molecular sieve
02, CO,, NOx etc.

Activated carbon I

Converter motr

Scrubber

NaOH column I 7090C

NaOH column 1IIn

CaC 2 drier

Drier (-30tC) 'Xe distributor

Fig 2 processing scheme of off-gas

There may be still a significant amount of ammnonia released from dissolving remaining in

the off gas after directed through catalytic converter, and water is a good absorbent for ammonia.

So a water scrubber is used for absorbing most of the ammonia remained in the off gas. Most of

the radioicodine together with CO, will be absorbed in two NaOH column, the reactions

occurred in the two column are below.

3!, + 60H -*I, + 5 + 3H,O (9)

NH) + H,O -+NH 3 *H,O -NH; +OH (10)

CO ,+ 2NaOH - Na 2C0 3 +H,0 11

2N 2 + 2NaOH - NaNO , + NaNO, + H,0 (12)

For the adsorption coefficient of Xe on activated carbon is reduced by elevated levels of

water vapor, and the quantities of water in the off gas may be large, it is important to

remove them all. So the partly purified off gas is fed into a CaCI2 drier and then a cooled

condenser (-)O'C) through which most of the water vapor can be eliminated. One

molecular sieve columnu and two identical activated carbon columns absorb the residual

water vapor together with trace amounts of NOx and GO,. Then the preliminary purified

off gas passes through on-line monitor by which a radioactivity peak can be obtained. With

tis we can choose to collect the radioactive components mainly consisting of radiokryton
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and radioxenon and make them absorbed in an activated carbon cold trap held at liquid

nitrogen temperature. The stable components of the off gas such as nitrogen are stored in a

vacuum tank. After the off gas is selectively collected thoroughly, the carrier nitrogen gas is

closed. This time the high purity helium is chose as sweeping gas with a definite flow rate,

and the cold trap is heated gradually from liquid nitrogen temperature to about - 00C.

Under these conditions the krypton is stripped at -- 80'C in advance before xenon is

stripped approximately at zero centigrade degree. f'l An on-line monitoring system is again

applied to the separation of xenon from krypton after stripped and the krypton stripped in

advance is stored in vacuum tank. After the stripped xenon is completely absorbed on

molecular sieve at -70"--907C, the sweeping helium gas is closed. Next step is heating the

5A molecular sieve column to room temperature to let the xenon stripped. The stripped

xenon is collected in a cold trap not containing activated carbons at liquid nitrogen

temperature and a sample is made for quality monitoring. The distributing system is opened,

when needing bottling.
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